publication rights of authors within law (fourteen years, renewable until death). This was still being debated well into the nineteenth century. Such attempts to regulate and clarify were bound to muddy the waters in an interesting way, and so it was also a golden age of literary forgeries, of Ossian and Otranto. 11 But as Groom has argued, the Rowley works are not simply invented texts, they are complex tactile and visual objects which revolt against print culture because they are both chimerical -they are forgeries of things which never existed -and unrepeatable:
Rowley attempted to find or construct a place outside the all-pervasive culture of typography, and therefore insisted on all the untypographic elements of the medium: calligraphy, ink, paper or parchment, as well as provenance, damage, and supplementarity. They forced print to insist and re-insist upon its totalitarianism, because these untranslatable aspects of the manuscript exposed the absolutist assumptions of typography. 12 In such a reading, the Rowleyan creations appear to constitute an intricate formal satire on the processes of remediation that Jay David Bolter and Richard Grusin have traced into the digital age, and that had prior articulation in Marshall McLuhan's notion of media hybridity. 13 McLuhan, for all the contentiousness of his ideas, can offer suggestive ways of thinking about the powerfully anomalous condition of Chatterton's impostures. In particular, his theorising in relation to the 'psychic' effects of printing seems to resonate with the rich interplay of material, imagistic and scriptorial elements in the Rowley work:
Like any other extension of man, typography had psychic and social consequences that suddenly shifted previous boundaries and patterns of culture. In bringing the ancient and medieval worlds into fusion -or, as some would say, confusion -the printed book created a third world, the modern world… 14 McLuhan's insistence on the specificity of manuscript and print media -'Typography was no more an addition to scribal art than the motorcar was an addition to the horse' 15 -indicates what is materially distinct about Chatterton's forgeries and suggests the degree to which they are diminished when they are printed as plain poetic text. Even where the idiosyncracies of spelling and sense are largely respected (Donald S. Taylor, Grevel Lindop), not 'tidied up' or bowdlerised (Thomas Tyrwhitt, Walter Skeat, John Richmond), the graphical and physical particularities are inevitably lost, often replaced by the smothering encrustation of academic apparatus. 16 To read Rowley's poems as poems -to encounter his manuscript prose writings as printed text -is not to lose their significance, but to transform it. This is not unique to the Rowley works, of course: it is true of any manual production converted to a mechanical or digital form of representation. 17 The handwritten original of one of Chatterton's acknowledged writings Reproduction', original artworks were able to maintain a pristine identity, with handmade reproductions being easily dismissed as forgeries. With mechanisation and precision of reproduction, the 'aura' of originality faded, a work of art could be copied, modified, moved, disseminated. 20 The works of Thomas Rowley and his associates within Chatterton's corpus, created on a fault-line between the manuscript age and the print age, seem to both confirm and transcend Benjamin's schema. Forgeries in the strictest sense, reproductions of nothing, they are ready-mades that were assembled but never found, neither copies nor -according to any traditional understanding -originals.
At the same time they are one-offs, truly unique, transmissible only at the level of bare text. These scraps of childishly distressed parchment, singed and sooty, waxy, ragged, ink-blotted, fragile, resist reproduction because something will always be missing from any facsimile. Try to process a sample of Rowleyan English in Microsoft Word and the screen will very soon become a tangle of red and green dubiety: a twenty-first century spellchecker is even less comfortable with the lawless eccentricities of Chatterton's middle English than were the lexicographers and antiquarians of the late-eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The language continues, in other words, to sabotage attempts at standardisation, impossible to either absorb or subdue. Analogous to digital artefacts in the current age in the sense that it evades its own origins, the Rowley corpus also casts doubt on attempts by museums and universities to digitise old manuscripts in the name of access and conservation. Its scattered fragments show both the vulnerability and the power of the manuscript as cultural object. They are critically neglected, subsumed into the mythology of the teenage poète maudit. They rarely see daylight and some of them will never be legible again. But to take Chatterton at his word here (or anywhere), to take him literally, is to risk falsification or simplification of the work. He is, at all times, a writer of innuendo and dissenting ironies -or a 'sad lyar' as the early Chatterton scholar, the Rev. Michael Lort, puts it. 23 'A character is now unnecessary,' he had written to his mother a few weeks earlier, 'an author carries his character in his pen.' (6 May 1770) Intention becomes more than a fallacy when the author is as polyphonic and elusive as
Chatterton. Like Keats, the Romantic whose background was most like his own and who was to feel his influence most directly, he shows what Christopher Caudwell -writing in the 1930s -referred to as 'the marks of commodity-production', the strains of the poet's position as a 'producer for the free market': the Rowleyan style, like the courtly idiom of Keats, responds not to feudal but to bourgeois pressures. 24 Literary biography -that most bourgeois of forms, wary of politics, even more wary of stylehas relished the distraction of a performing monkey, but ignored the performance itself.
And as now seems likely, Chatterton was not starving at the time of his death: he was actually doing rather well. The significant issues concern the unique and puzzling relationships between
Chatterton's acknowledged freethinking writings and the conflicts expressed in his imposturous works, which were noble, pure, and saintly. Kaplan notes that such a boisterous piece of misogynistic unpleasantness -in this case a never-delivered retort to a letter of rejection from a girl who had wished him a 'good Gonery' -is not untypical of either adolescent boys or of the age in which it was written. (She goes so far, in fact, as to suggest that it reflects 'the concern of all men, in all places, in all eras'.) But Meyerstein's awareness of Chatterton's deep-seated and immoderate desire to épater le bourgeois seems equally relevant here, suggesting how these dirty jokes form an assault against civil propriety and the gentility of official discourse. 30 Again, this is nothing unusual in the youthful male -teenage kicks, rebellion without a cause, it is a version of the obscene graffiti that can be found on school-desks and on the walls of public toilets, underpasses and Facebook -but the rough angry laughter of these poems reverberates through Chatterton's most sophisticated work.
In search of psychological causation, Kaplan concentrates on the self-evidently displaced or coded works of Rowley, and tends to endorse the confessional transparency of the acknowledged writings. These -described by Groom as 'aberrant works in the canon of a forger' 31 -have generally fared badly in discussions of the work, but, as I have already implied, the tendency to split Chatterton down the middle might be a critical error. In particular, it tends to erode the political dimensions of the work, dissolving the links between mediaevalist imposture and evasive nonconformity.
In a letter to his friend Thomas Carey, written from London a month before his death, Chatterton compares the playing styles of two Bristolian organists, Robert
Broderip and John Allen, using the distinctly Rowleyan symbol of ecclesiastical stonework:
Broderip has no taste, at least no real taste.
Step into Redcliff Church, look at the noble arches, observe the symmetry, the regularity of the whole; how amazing must that idea be which can comprehend at once all that magnificence of architecture; do not examine one particular beauty or dwell upon it too minutely, take the astonishing whole into your empty pericranium, and then think, what the architect of that pile was in building, Allen is in music.
Step aside a little and turn your attention to the ornaments of a pillar of the chapel; you see minute carvings of minute designs, whose chief beauties are deformity or intricacy. Examine all the laborious sculpture; is there any part of it worth the trouble it must have cost the artist, yet how eagerly do children and fools gaze upon these littlenesses. Ideally, it is possible to elude the interpreters in another way, by making works of art whose surface is so unified and clean, whose momentum is so rapid, whose address is so direct that the work can be ... just what it is. 49 Beyond the evident concern with materialism and social injustice (in which sense it resembles other Rowleyan works, notably 'The Worlde', 'The Ghouler's Requiem' and 'Eclogue the Third'), the critic will find little room for manoeuvre in this meticulously crafted poem. It aspires to 'that innocence before all theory when art knew no need to justify itself'.
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That innocence before all theory. Chatterton was no innocent, but he was no theorist either. There are times in this essay when it seems as if he is being rescued from the Romantics and (more urgently) the Victorians, only to be delivered into the hands of the post-structuralists. This is a necessary and appropriate irony, I think, since
Chatterton's work constitutes a profoundly Barthesian 'anti-theological' 51 The whole secret of the imposture, which nothing but a deal of learned dust, raised by collecting and removing a great deal of learned rubbish, could have prevented our laborious critics from seeing through, lies on the face of it (to say nothing of the burlesque air which is scarcely disguised throughout).
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Critical reduction or avoidance of Chatterton begins to look like professional nervousness, ghosted by politics. Hazlitt, at least, seems to have appreciated the antiacademic joke (even if Keats took offence at the laughter) and he was characteristically sharp in decrying the 'abstracted reputation' that had built around the boy in the fifty years since his death. 53 Barthes has argued that poetic language, like mathematical language, is singular in its ability to resist the blandishments of myth: 'When the meaning is too full for myth to be able to invade it,' he writes, 'myth goes around it, and carries it away bodily.' 54 In the case of Thomas Chatterton, two bodies seem to have been snatched: the physical body, which was not even correctly named in the burial records, 55 but also, with occasional spectral visitations, the literary body, the body of work, rarely in print, infrequently read, critically untended. For over two hundred years, the only consistently visible aspect of Chatterton has been the myth, and this has fulfilled a function of distraction. Barthes again: 'The function of myth is to empty reality: it is, literally, a ceaseless flowing out, a haemorrhage, or perhaps an evaporation, in short a perceptible absence.' 56 Cleaned up by the Victorians, all but cleared away by the twentieth century, there are now signs that Chatterton's prolonged absence might be coming to an end: the work is appearing slowly from out of the myths of time. As Groom, and others, work to restore the remarkable body to view, what becomes increasingly evident is the cultural force of forgery in general, and a uniquely adaptable politics of style.
